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The quantum Markov property is equivalent to the strong additivity of von Neu-
mann entropy for graded quantum systems. The additivity of von Neumann entropy
for bipartite graded systems implies the statistical independence of states. However,
the structure of Markov states for graded systems is different from that for tensor-
product systems which have trivial grading. For three-composed graded systems we
have U�1�-gauge invariant Markov states whose restriction to the marginal pair of
subsystems is nonseparable. © 2006 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2176911�

I. INTRODUCTION

We are interested in characterization of state correlations for general composite systems which
do not necessarily satisfy the local commutativity. Here we specifically consider finite-dimensional
quantum systems with graded commutation relations. For such systems as well, we can divide the
total system into the subsystem on a specified region and that on its complement region and
discuss the nature of state correlations between them as in the tensor-product systems.

We have pointed out that known criterions of separability for tensor-product systems should
be altered for lattice fermion systems11 when fermion hopping terms are present. �Note that purely
fermionic correlation due to fermion hopping terms cannot be distilled to use.�

We are going to discuss quantum Markov property,1 a quantum version of Markov property
invented by Accardi. This is given by means of quasiconditional expectations and has played
various roles, see, e.g., Ref. 2. We can view the Markov property as a kind of characterization of
state correlation for composite systems. A pivotal example of quantum composite systems is tensor
product of Hilbert spaces for which lots of works, prominently those on Markov chains for
one-dimensional quantum spin lattice systems have been done.

We note that the definition of Markov property has been given under a very general setting
that is not limited to the most familiar case of tensor-product systems. That is, it does not require
in principle any specific algebraic location among subsystems imbedded in the total system.3 Its
detailed analysis for the setting of nonindependent systems, however, has started only recently.
Reference 4 investigates Markov chains for one-dimensional �spinless� fermion lattice systems. It
has been clarified there that the notion of Markov property and of the Markov chain is well
applicable to fermion lattice systems. �More precisely, the above Markov chain refers to
�d�-Markovian chain,1 see also Ref. 13 on the generalized Markov chain.� Furthermore, a class of
U�1�-gauge invariant Markov chains with fermionic hopping correlations is given.4

It has been shown that the Markov property is tightly related to the sufficiency of conditional
expectations through the strong subadditivity of von Neumann entropy: A state of a three-
composed tensor-product system is Markovian if and only if it takes the equality for the strong
subadditivity inequality of entropy, which will be referred to as “the strong additivity of
entropy.”16,6,12,7

We show that a similar equivalence relation of the Markov property and the strong additivity
of entropy is valid for graded quantum systems. Its proof proceeds in much the same way as that
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for the tensor-product case following Ref. 15 �whose methods and results can be used in the
present nonindependent situation� with some simple modifications due to the grading.

We now introduce the graded systems under our consideration. Let F be a lattice and �AI ;I
�F� be a family of �-algebras that have a common unital element denoted 1. If I�J, then
AI�AJ, and if I�J=�, then AI�AJ=C1. Let � be an involutive �-automorphism of A that
determines the grading as

Ae
ª �A � A���A� = A�, Ao

ª �A � A���A� = − A� . �1�

We assume that our grading transformation � is nontrivial. The above Ae and Ao �which is not
empty� are called the even and odd parts of A. For I�F

AI
e
ª Ae � AI, AI

o
ª Ao � AI. �2�

For A�A�AI� we have the even-odd decomposition:

A = A+ + A−, A+ ª
1
2 �A + ��A�� � Ae�AI

e�, A− ª
1
2 �A − ��A�� � Ao�AI

o� . �3�

We introduce U�1� gauge transformation:

���ai
*� = ei�ai

*, ���ai� = e−i�ai �4�

for ��C1. A state invariant under � is called even, and that invariant under �� for any ��C1 is
called U�1�-gauge invariant.

If a pair of subsets I and J of F are disjoint, then the following graded commutation relations
hold:

�AI
e,AJ

e� = 0, �AI
e,AJ

o� = 0, �AI
o,AJ

e� = 0, �AI
o,AJ

o� = 0, �5�

where �A ,B�=AB−BA denotes the commutator and �A ,B�=AB+BA the anticommutator.
We assume that AI is isomorphic to a finite-dimensional type-I factor �a full matrix algebra�

for any I�F. Under this assumption, there is a unitary vI in AI that implements � on AI as

vI
*�A�vI = ��A�, A � AI. �6�

This vI is even, since ��vI�=vI
*�vI�vI= �vI

*vI�vI=vI. For disjoint I and J, the unitary vI�J of �6� for
AI�J is given by vIvJ.

The lattice fermion system is a typical example of the graded quantum systems. Let ai
* and ai

be creation and annihilation operators on the specified site i in a lattice. For each finite subset I,
the subsystem AI are generated by ai

* and ai in I. The even-odd grading transformation is given by

��ai
*� = − ai

*, ��ai� = − ai.

The unitary vI is given by vIª�i�Ivi, viªai
*ai−aiai

*.
We shall provide the plan of this paper. In Sec. II we introduce a formula of strong subaddi-

tivity of entropy �SSA�8 in terms of the densities with respect to the tracial state for general
composite systems made of finite-dimensional type-I factors. For the graded systems, it becomes
the familiar formula of SSA in terms of the density matrices with respect to the matrix trace.

In Sec. III, the equivalence of the Markov property and the strong additivity of entropy for
even states of the graded systems is shown. For noneven states, we have a weak result.

In Sec. IV, we consider restrictions of Markov states onto the marginal subsystems that are
separated from each other. It was shown in Refs. 6 and 12 that a Markov state of a three-composed
tensor-product system is separable �classically correlated� with respect to the marginal pair of
subsystems. We show that this statement is invalid for the graded systems; there are U�1�-gauge
invariant �hence obviously even� Markov states that are nonseparable for the marginal pair. Intu-
itively speaking, such Markov states have fermion hopping correlations between the marginal
subsystems.
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In Sec. V, we show that a state of a graded bipartite system satisfies the additivity of von
Neumann entropy if and only if it is a product state. This is almost obvious if the state under
consideration is assumed to be even. The point is that the evenness �at least on one of the pair of
subsystems� follows from the additivity of entropy.

II. STRONG SUBADDITIVITY OF ENTROPY

We provide the strong subadditivity of entropy for a general setting that encompasses non-
independent systems. Let A be a finite-dimensional type-I factor. Let � denote the tracial state on
A. If an element d�A is positive and normalized as ��d�=1, then it is called a density. For any
state � of A, there exists a unique density ���A called the density of � satisfying that

��a� = ����a�, a � A .

For the tracial state �, its density is obviously 1, the unity of A.
Let �1 and �2 be a pair of densities of A. The relative entropy for them is defined by

H��1,�2� ª ���1�ln �1 − ln �2�� �7�

if the support of �1 is contained in �2. Otherwise, we set it +�. For a pair of two states � and �
on A, their relative entropy is

H��,�� ª H���,��� . �8�

We define the entropy for a given state � as

Ŝ��� ª − ��ln ��� . �9�

We see

Ŝ��� = − H��,�� .

Probably the following is a more frequently used definition of entropy:

S��� ª − Tr�D� ln D�� = − ��ln D�� ,

where Tr is the matrix trace that takes 1 for each one-dimensional projection, and D� denotes the
density matrix of � with respect to Tr. We see

Ŝ��� = S��� − S��� = S��� − ln Tr�1� �10�

for any state �. Hence if A is a n by n full matrix algebra, n�N, then the difference S���
− Ŝ��� is constantly ln n.

Let B be a subalgebra of A. We denote the �uniquely determined� conditional expectation
from A onto B with respect to the tracial state by EB

A. Here, the upper-right subscript of E
indicates the domain and the lower-right the range. Let �B denote the restriction of � to B. Then
the density of �B is given by that of � as

��B
= EB

A���� . �11�

We have

Ŝ��B� − Ŝ��� = H���,��B
� = H��,�B � tr�A�B�� = H��,� � EB

A� . �12�

As a special case of �12�,

Ŝ��B� = Ŝ�� � EB
A� . �13�
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In fact, we have so far assumed that � is a faithful state, but �12� is valid when � is
nonfaithful. To see this, we take 	 ·�+ �1−	�� where 	 is a positive small number and then take
the limit 	→0.

Let us take three disjoint subsets A, B, and C. Let AABC, AAB, ABC, and AB denote finite-
dimensional quantum systems corresponding to the indexes. Let EA,B

A,B,C and EA
A,B denote the trace

preserving conditional expectation from AABC onto AAB and that from AAB onto AA, respectively.
We use similar notations for other indexes. If the domain is the total system AABC, then we simply
write, e.g., EA,B instead of EA,B

A,B,C when there is no fear of confusion.
The following five conditions, called the commuting square condition, are all equivalent to

each other:

�1� EA,B �ABC=EB
B,C,

�2� EB,C �AAB=EB
A,B,

�3� AB=AAB�ABC and EA,BEB,C=EB,CEA,B,
�4� EA,BEB,C=EB,
�5� EB,CEA,B=EB.

If our three-composed system AABC satisfies this commuting square condition, then the strong

subadditivity of entropy Ŝ��� for any state � follows. The proof is standard and easy, but we
recapture it for completeness.

Proposition 1: Let AABC, AAB, ABC, and AB be finite-dimensional factors satisfying the
commuting square condition, and let �ABC be an arbitrary state on AABC. Then

Ŝ��ABC� − Ŝ��AB� − Ŝ��BC� + Ŝ��B� 
 0. �14�

Furthermore, if the system satisfies the graded commutation relations �5�, then

S��ABC� − S��AB� − S��BC� + S��B� 
 0. �15�

Proof: By �12� and �13�, and the relation EB,CEA,B=EA,BEB,C=EB, we obtain

Ŝ��BC� − Ŝ��ABC� = H��ABC,�ABC � EB,C� � H��ABC � EA,B,�ABC � EB,C � EA,B�

= H��ABC � EA,B,�ABC � EA,B � EB,C� = H��ABC � EA,B,�ABC � EB�

= Ŝ��ABC � EB� − Ŝ��ABC � EA,B� = Ŝ��B� − Ŝ��AB� , �16�

where the inequality is due to the monotonicity of relative entropy under the action of completely
positive maps.

Let us turn to the graded systems of finite-dimensional factors, which satisfy the commuting
square condition.5 Suppose that I and J are disjoint subsets. Then the matrix trace on AI�J
denoted TrI�J is given by the product extension of those in AI and in AJ denoted TrI and TrJ,
respectively. Thus we have TrI�J�1�=TrI�1��Tr�1�. Now �14� and �10� imply �15�. �

As this proposition indicates, the strong additivity of entropy is satisfied irrespective of
whether states are even or not. In Refs. 9 and 10 we have shown that noneven states may induce
pathological state correlations and some entropy inequalities known for tensor-product systems do
not hold in general for the graded systems.

III. MARKOV PROPERTY AND STRONG ADDITIVITY

It is obvious that the equality of �14� and of �15� is equivalent to that of �16�, i.e.,

H��ABC,�ABC � EB,C� = H��ABC � EA,B,�ABC � EB� , �17�

equivalently,

H���ABC
,��BC

� = H���AB
,��B

� . �18�
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By a general result of the sufficiency given in Ref. 15, �17� implies that the conditional
expectation EA,B is sufficient for �ABC �EB,C and �ABC, that is, there exists a completely positive
map that recovers �ABC �EB,C and �ABC from �ABC �EB,C �EA,B and �ABC �EA,B, respectively. The
canonical form of such maps is given as follows.12

Let  denote the completely positive map on A defined by

�X� ª ��B

−1/2EA,B���BC

1/2X��BC

1/2���B

−1/2, X � AABC. �19�

Let T� denote the dual of  with respect to the tracial stare, which is written as

T��X� ª ��BC

1/2��B

−1/2X��B

−1/2��BC

1/2, X � �AABC� . �20�

It is easy to see T����B
�=��BC

. Also T����AB
�=��ABC

is satisfied if and only if EA,B is sufficient
for the given pair of states �ABC and �ABC �EB,C, equivalently, �17� holds.

The following is a more or less summary of the contents stated above. It corresponds to
Theorem 5.2 of Ref. 16 and also Sec. V of Ref. 12 where the statement is for the tensor-product
systems.

Proposition 2: Let AABC, AAB, ABC, and AB be finite-dimensional factors satisfying the
commuting square condition. Let �ABC be an arbitrary faithful state on AABC. The strong additivity
of von Neumann entropy, i.e.,

S��ABC� − S��AB� − S��BC� + S��B� = 0 �21�

is satisfied if and only if EA,B is sufficient for the pair of states �ABC and �ABC �EB,C. Let  denote
the �ABC-preserving (and �ABC �EB,C-preserving) conditional expectation from AABC to AAB given
as (19). Let T� denote the dual of this  with respect to the tracial state whose concrete formula
is given as (20). This T� gives the canonical left inverse of EA,B for the densities of �ABC and
�ABC �EB,C, that is,

T����B
� = ��BC

�22�

and

T����AB
� = ��ABC

. �23�

The set of fixed points of  contains AA
e . If the state �ABC is even, then the set of fixed points

of  contains AA and accordingly the Markov property of �ABC with respect to a triplet
�AA ,AB ,AC� is satisfied.

Proof: We shall confirm the part about the fixed point elements of . Take X�AA
e , which is

in the commutant of ABC. We have

�X� = ��B

−1/2EA,B���BC

1/2 X��BC

1/2 ���B

−1/2 = ��B

−1/2EA,B�X��BC
���B

−1/2 = ��B

−1/2XEA,B���BC
���B

−1/2

= ��B

−1/2XEA,B�EB,C���BC
����B

−1/2 = ��B

−1/2XEB���BC
���B

−1/2 = ��B

−1/2X��B
��B

−1/2 = X��B

−1/2��B
��B

−1/2 = X .

�24�

Suppose now that �ABC is even. Then ��BC
�ABC

e and also ��B
�AB

e commute with any X
�AA. Hence we see that the above set of equalities �24� holds for this case. �

From this result, if an even state satisfies the strong additivity of entropy, then the Markov
property with respect to a triplet �AA ,AB ,AC� in the sense of Ref. 1 �cf. Lemma 11.3 of Ref. 14�
is satisfied. This in fact precisely specifies what we mean by the Markov property.
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IV. MARKOV STATES ON THE MARGINAL SUBSYSTEMS

The definition of separable states �i.e., classically correlated states� for nonindependent sys-
tems is much the same as that for the tensor-product systems.11 That is, if a state is written as a
convex sum of some product states, then it is called a separable state. Let A and C be a pair of
disjoint subsets, and � be a state on AAC. If

��XY� = ��X���Y� �25�

for all X�AA and Y �AC, then � is called a product state with respect to the pair �AA ,AC�. It is
easy to see that the product property in the converse order,

��YX� = ��Y���X� = ��XY� �26�

follows from �25� and the graded commutation relations.
We discuss the property of Markov states with respect to �AA ,AB ,AC� for the marginal

subsystem AAC. As we announced in the introduction, Corollary 7 of Ref. 6 is invalid for the
graded systems.

Proposition 3: For a three-composed graded system �AA ,AB ,AC�, there exist U(1)-gauge
invariant states that satisfy the Markov property for �AA ,AB ,AC� but are nonseparable for
�AA ,AC�.

We shall construct such Markov states. Using the Jordan-Wigner transformation, we set a
three-composed tensor-product system in the following way. Let vA, vB, and vA,B denote the
unitaries implementing � on the specified subsystems. Let AA

s
ªAA, AAB

s
ªAAB, AABC

s
ªAABC,

AB
s
ª �AB

e ,vAAB
o�, AC

s
ª �AC

e ,vA,BAC
o �, and ABC

s
ª �ABC

e ,vAABC
o � where the notation �,� denotes the

algebra generated by the arguments. They induce a tensor-product system AABC
s =AA

s
� AB

s
� AC

s .
We assign finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces HĀ, HB̄ and HC̄ to AA

s , AB
s and AC

s , respectively. We
will use the next lemma later. Its proof is obvious.

Lemma 4: Let �ABC be an arbitrary even state on AABC. It satisfies

S��ABC� − S��AB� − S��BC� + S��B� = 0, �27�

if and only if

S��ABC� − S����AAB
s � − S����ABC

s � + S����AB
s � = 0. �28�

For a while we will focus on the two composed system, AAC. In Ref. 11 we have discussed
how the state correlation �separability, nonseparability� will remain or change under the Jordan-
Wigner transformation which maps the CAR pair �AA ,AC� to �AA ,AC

s̃ �, where AC
s̃ denotes the

commutant of AA in AAC and is explicitly given as �AC
e ,vAAC

o �. �Note that AC
s̃ is different from

previously introduced AC
s .� It has been shown that the set of all separable states for the CAR pair

is strictly smaller than that for the tensor-product pair. That is, if �AC is a separable state for the
pair �AA ,AC�, then so it is for �AA ,AC

s̃ �. However, there exist U�1�-invariant states that are
separable for the latter but nonseparable for the former. We introduce an example of such states
from Ref. 11.

Let kA and kC be some nonzero odd elements in AA and in AC, e.g., field operators on
specified regions. Let Kª1/2�kA

*kC−kAkC
* � which is self-adjoint and denotes fermion-hopping

interaction between AA and AC. Suppose that 	kA	
1	kC	
1, then 	K	
1. For ��R, ���
1,
�AC,�ª1+�K gives a density operator. For 0� ���
1, the state on AAC with its density �AC,�

gives a state satisfying all the desired conditions.
Now take such a U�1�-gauge invariant state �AC on AAC. It has a state decomposition �AC

=
i=1
n �i�AC,i, 0��i�1, 
�i=1, such that each �AC,i is a product state for �AA ,AC

s̃ �, but has no
product-state decomposition for �AA ,AC�. From this, we are going to construct a state on AABC

that proves Proposition 3.
Let us assume that the dimension of HB̄ is equal or more than n. Then we have a set of n

non-zero even orthogonal projections pi�AB
e , 1
 i
n. Let �B,i�X�ª��piX� /��pi�, for X�AB.
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Those are all even states of AB. Let �ABCª
i=1
n �i�AC,i ��B,i, where �AC,i ��B,i denotes the

�uniquely determined� product state extension of �AC,i on AAC and �B,i on AB, see Ref. 5.
We will see that �AC,i ��B,i gives a product state for �AA ,AC

s � when restricted to AA � AC
s . We

must check this for the product element ac+ such that a�AA and c+�AC
e , and for a�vAvBc−� such

that a�AA and c−�AC
o . We have

�AC,i � �B,i�ac+� = �AC,i�ac+� = �AC,i�a��AC,i�c+� = �AC,i � �B,i�a��AC,i � �B,i�c+� , �29�

and using the product property of �AC,i for �AA ,AC
s̃ �,

�AC,i � �B,i�avAvBc−� = �AC,i � �B,i�avAc−vB� = �AC,i�avAc−��B,i�vB� = �AC,i�a��AC,i�vAc−��B,i�vB�

= �AC,i�a��AC,i � �B,i�vAc−vB� = �AC,i � �B,i�a��AC,i � �B,i�vAvBc−� . �30�

Hence, �AC,i ��B,i has a product state restriction, and accordingly �ABC has a separable state
restriction for �AA ,AC

s �. We conclude that our �ABC has the structure as in Theorem 6 of Ref. 6 or
as the formula �14� of Ref. 12 with respect to �HĀ ,HB̄ ,HC̄�. Hence, it satisfies the Markov
property with respect to �AA

s ,AB
s ,AC

s �.
From the equivalence of the Markov property and the strong additivity of entropy for three-

composed tensor-product systems, which has been shown in the above references, �28� is satisfied
for �ABC. Since it is even, it satisfies �27� as well and, hence, is Markovian with respect to
�AA

s ,AB
s ,AC

s � by Proposition 2. As ��AC�AAC
=�AC is obviously nonseparable for �AA ,AC� by

definition, �ABC gives a state showing Proposition 3.

V. ADDITIVITY OF VON NEUMANN ENTROPY AND THE PRODUCT PROPERTY

In this section, we consider a two-composed graded system AAC generated by AA and AC.
Namely, we treat the case where the intersection region B is trivial. Then the strong subadditivity
of entropy �15� becomes

S��AC� − S��A� − S��C� 
 0, �31�

which is called the subadditivity of entropy. We discuss characterization of additivity of entropy,
i.e., the condition of equality of this inequality.

The answer is very simple for tensor-product systems: a state satisfies the additivity of entropy
if and only if it is a product state. For the graded system, we can show a similar result easily under
the assumption that the marginal states �A and �C are not both noneven. Let �A ��C denote the
product state of AAC whose restrictions to AA and AC are �A and �C. Its existence is guaranteed
if �A and/or �C is even. Then we have

S��AC� − S��A� − S��C� = − H��AC,�A � �C� 
 0. �32�

By the strict positivity of relative entropy, it is 0 if and only if �AC=�A ��C.
Now we drop the evenness assumption on the states. If �A and �C are both noneven, then

there is no product state extension for them.5 Hence, the above argument using the strict positivity
of relative entropy does not work for the general case.

Using Ref 12 we obtain the following result.
Proposition 5: Let �AC be a state of the two-composed graded system AAC. It satisfies the

additivity of entropy

S��AC� − S��A� − S��C� = 0, �33�

if and only if it is a product state for �AA ,AC�. If it is the case, at least one of �A and �C is even.
Proof: The equivalence of �33� and �18� when the middle part B is empty implies that �33� is

equivalent to
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H���AC
,��C

� = H���A
,1� . �34�

This is equivalent to say that EA is sufficient for ��AC
and ��C

. Now from �20� the canonical left
inverse of EA for those densities is given by

T��X� ª ��C

1/2X��C

1/2, X � AA. �35�

Hence we have

��AC
= T����A

� = ��C

1/2��A
��C

1/2. �36�

Exchanging A and C and repeating the same argument as above, we have also

��AC
= ��A

1/2��C
��A

1/2. �37�

Let us take the decomposition of ��A
into its even-odd parts and that of ��C

as in �3�,

��A
= ��A+ + ��A−, ��A+ � AA

e , ��A− � AA
o ,

��C
= ��C+ + ��C−, ��C+ � AC

e , ��C− � AC
o . �38�

Similarly take the even-odd decomposition of ��A

1/2 and that of ��C

1/2 in the following:

��A

1/2 = a+ + a−, a+ � AA
e , a− � AA

o ,

��C

1/2 = c+ + c−, c+ � AC
e , c− � AC

o . �39�

Since the densities are positive hence self-adjoint, each of a+, a−, c+, and c− is self-adjoint. We
have

��A
= ���A

1/2�2 = a+
2 + a−

2 + a+a− + a−a+,

��A+ = a+
2 + a−

2 ,

��A− = a+a− + a−a+, �40�

and

��C
= c+

2 + c−
2 + c+c− + c−c+,

��A+ = c+
2 + c−

2 ,

��A− = c+c− + c−c+. �41�

Now we shall express the equality ��C

1/2��A
��C

1/2=��A

1/2��C
��A

1/2=��AC
in terms of a+, a−, c+, and c−. We

compute

��C

1/2��A
��C

1/2 = ��C

1/2���A+ + ��A−���C

1/2 = ���A+��C

1/2 + ��A−����C

1/2����C

1/2 = ��A+��C
+ ��A−����C

1/2���C

1/2

= �a+
2 + a−

2��c+
2 + c−

2 + c+c− + c−c+� + �a+a− + a−a+��c+ − c−��c+ + c−�

= a+
2�c+

2 + c−
2 + c+c− + c−c+� + a−

2�c+
2 + c−

2 + c+c− + c−c+� + a+a−�c+
2 − c−

2 − c−c+ + c+c−�
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+ a−a+�c+
2 − c−

2 − c−c+ + c+c−� . �42�

Also,

��A

1/2��C
��A

1/2 = ��A

1/2���C+ + ��C−���A

1/2 = ��A
��C+ + ��A

1/2����A

1/2���C−

= �a+
2 + a−

2 + a+a− + a−a+��c+
2 + c−

2� + �a+
2 − a−

2 − a+a− + a−a+��c+c− + c−c+�

= a+
2�c+

2 + c−
2 + c+c− + c−c+� + a−

2�c+
2 + c−

2 − c+c− − c−c+� + a+a−�c+
2 + c−

2 − c+c− − c−c+�

+ a−a+�c+
2 + c−

2 + c+c− + c−c+� . �43�

Equating �42� and �43�, we have

a−
2�c+c− + c−c+� + a+a−�− c−

2 + c+c−� + a−a+�− c−
2 − c−c+� = 0. �44�

Taking the even and odd parts of this, we have

a+a−c+c− − a−a+c−c+ = 0, �45�

a−
2�c+c− + c−c+� − �a+a− + a−a+�c−

2 = 0. �46�

By acting the unitary transformation Ad�vA� on both sides of �46� where vA in AA
e gives the

implementation of � on AA as �6�, we have

a−
2�c+c− + c−c+� + �a+a− + a−a+�c−

2 = 0.

By averaging this and �46�, we have

a−
2�c+c− + c−c+� = 0. �47�

Similarly, we have

�a+a− + a−a+�c−
2 = 0. �48�

We will see that from �45�, �47�, and �48�, our assertion, i.e., the evenness of ��A
or �and� ��C

follows. For �47� to be satisfied,

a−
2 = 0 or/and �c+c− + c−c+� = 0, �49�

as a−
2 �AA

e and hence a−
2�c+c−+c−c+�=a−

2
� �c+c−+c−c+�=0. In the same way,

c−
2 = 0 or/and �a+a− + a−a+� = 0. �50�

If a−
2 =0, then a−=0 since a− is self-adjoint. Therefore, ��A

1/2 is even and so ��A
is. If c−

2 =0, then ��C

is even. We now consider the remaining possibility, i.e., the case where a+a−+a−a+=c+c−+c−c+

=0. This implies that ��A−
=��C−

=0, namely both of ��A
and ��C

are even. In conclusion, at least
one of the marginal states ��A

and ��C
should be even.

Now we know that the product state �A ��C exists and can use the argument in �32� that leads
to our desired assertion. �

We shall go back to three-composed systems and comment on the condition of the strong
additivity of entropy. For now, we are only able to produce the desiarble form of Markov property
for even states. We guess that the assumed strong additivity of entropy may control in a certain
sense nonevenness of the states satisfying this as for the case of two-composed systems above.
Without the evenness assumption, we need more involved analysis to understand the structure of
those states satisfying the strong additivity of entropy.
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